DRAFT-TENTATIVE PROPOSED SCHEDULE

WIPP Part B Permit Application Review Schedule

October 12, 1992 Version
Revision 6.0

Deliverables and Meeting Schedule

Kickoff Meeting with DOE
Date: 7/16/92

Site Visit
Date: 7/29/92 at Carlsbad

Chapter B

7/23/92: NODs, General Summary, and Agenda to NMED
7/27/92: Agenda to DOE
7/30/92: Provision of General Summary and Meeting to Discuss Chapter B NODs
8/5/92: Provision of NODs to DOE
8/5/92 to 9/11/92: Approximate five-week interactive period
9/11/92: Final Response by DOE

Chapter C

8/13/92: NOD, General Summary, and Agenda to NMED
8/17/92: Agenda and General Summary to DOE
8/20/92: Meeting to Discuss Chapter C NOD
8/25/92: Provision of NOD to DOE
8/25/92-11/13/92: Approximate 10 week interactive period
9/23/92: Provision of Letter of Clarification to DOE
11/13/92: Final Response by DOE

Chapters D and I

9/8/92: Information Request Letter, General Summary, and Agenda to NMED
9/11/92: Agenda and General Summary to DOE
9/16/92: Meeting to Discuss Chapters D and I Information Request
9/25/92: Provision of Information Request Letter to DOE
9/25/92-10/23/92: Approximate 4 week interactive period
10/30/92: Final Response by DOE

All Remaining Chapters

10/1/92: Information Request Letter, General Summary,
and Agenda to NMED
10/5/92: Agenda and General Summary to DOE
10/13/92: Meeting to Discuss Remaining Chapters, Information Request Letter
10/14/92: Provision of Information Request Letter to DOE
10/14/92-11/12/92: Approximate 4 week interactive period
11/13/92: Final Response by DOE

Post-Review Schedule

12/4/92: Final NOD to DOE, all chapters
1/15/93: DOE response to NOD
1/15/93-4/16/93: Prepare Draft Permit/NOID
4/16/93: Issue Draft Permit/NOID
4/16/93-8/24/92: Public hearings, responses, revision of Permit, preparation of Final Permit, Review/decision by Secretary.
8/24/92: Decision by Secretary concerning Permit
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Kickoff Meeting with DOE

Date: 7/16/92

Site Visit

Date: 7/29/92 at Carlsbad

Chapter B

7/23/92: NODs, General Summary, and Agenda to NMED
7/27/92: Agenda to DOE
7/30/92: Provision of General Summary and Meeting to Discuss Chapter B NODs
8/5/92: Provision of NODs to DOE
8/5/92 to 9/11/92: Approximate five-week interactive period
9/11/92: Final Response by DOE
9/18/92: Draft ATK Review of DOE Responses to NOD to ATK QC
9/25/92: Document back from ATK QC
10/26/92: Draft ATK Deliverable to NMED
11/25/92: Final ATK Deliverable to NMED (NOD/response/evaluation of response)

Chapter C

8/13/92: NOD, General Summary, and Agenda to NMED
8/17/92: Agenda and General Summary to DOE
8/20/92: Meeting to Discuss Chapter C NOD
8/25/92: Provision of NOD to DOE
8/25/92-11/13/92: Approximate 10 week interactive period
9/23/92: Provision of Letter of Clarification to DOE
11/13/92: Final Response by DOE
11/20/92: Draft ATK Review of DOE Responses to NOD to ATK QC
11/23/92: Document back from ATK QC
11/25/92: Final ATK Deliverable to NMED (NOD and clarification letter/response/evaluation of responses) NOTE: because of the modified deliverable date given DOE in the September, 25 letter by NMED, A.T.Kearney will not have the opportunity to provide NMED with a draft deliverable, only a final deliverable.
Chapters D and I

9/8/92: Information Request Letter, General Summary, and Agenda to NMED
9/11/92: Agenda and General Summary to DOE
9/16/92: Meeting to Discuss Chapters D and I Information Request
9/25/92: Provision of Information Request Letter to DOE
9/25/92-10/23/92: Approximate 4 week interactive period
10/30/92: Final Response by DOE
11/6/92: Draft ATK Review of DOE Responses to ATK QC
11/13/92: Document back from ATK QC
11/20/92: Draft ATK Deliverable to NMED
11/25/92: Final ATK Deliverable to NMED (Information request letter/response/evaluation of responses)

All Remaining Chapters

10/1/92: Information Request Letter, General Summary, and Agenda to NMED
10/5/92: Agenda and General Summary to DOE
10/8/92: Meeting to Discuss Remaining Chapters, Information Request Letter
10/14/92: Provision of Information Request Letter to DOE
10/14/92-11/12/92: Approximate 4 week interactive period
11/13/92: Final Response by DOE
11/20/92: Draft ATK Review of DOE Responses to ATK QC
11/23/92: Document back from ATK QC
11/25/92: Final ATK Deliverable to NMED (Information request letter/response/evaluation of responses) NOTE: because of the deliverable date given DOE, A.T.Kearney will not have the opportunity to provide NMED with a draft deliverable, only a final deliverable.

The numerous schedule changes have shortened the A.T.Kearney review period and modified the deliverable schedule. Therefore, A.T.Kearney will provide a final deliverable for all chapters reviewed to NMED on November 25, 1992. Draft versions of Chapters B, D and I will be provided prior to this date to NMED for review, but due to the shortened schedule A.T.Kearney will not be able to provide NMED with draft deliverables for Chapters C and "all other chapters" prior to the November 25 deliverable deadline.

Post-Review Schedule

12/4/92: Final NOD to DOE, all chapters
1/15/93: DOE response to NOD
1/15/93-4/16/93: Prepare Draft Permit/NOID
4/16/93: Issue Draft Permit/NOID
4/16/93-8/24/92: Public hearings, responses, revision of Permit, preparation of Final Permit, Review/decision by Secretary.
8/24/92: Decision by Secretary concerning Permit